
Flange Heaters Type CX

Application

Flange heaters are used to heat liquids or gases in tanks or 
in-line vessels. Safe and reliable service from the heater requires 
the correct selection of materials and heating element watt 
density.

Watt Density

Watt density refers to the wattage output of a heater divided by 
the total surface area of the heated sections of all heating 
elements in the heater.

It is important to understand the basic thermal difference 
between an electric immersion heater and a steam or liquid heat 
exchanger. Unlike the steam or liquid heat exchanger, all of the 
heat produced by an electric heater will leave the heater. Even 
though the surface area in contact with the work is fixed, the 
heating element sheath temperature will continue to rise until 
the heat produced is equal to the heat transferred to the 
process.

A detailed understanding of this behaviour and the system 
parameters will allow the design of a suitable heater to heat 
virtually any liquid or gas with the only limitation being its ability to 
resist corrosion in highly active solutions.

As a general rule, low watt density heaters will provide longer 
service life than high density heaters, especially when the fluid 
being heated is viscous or stagnant. However, low density 
heaters are initially more expensive.

Corrosion

Experience shows that published corrosion guidelines are based 
on ideal situations which may prove to be optimistic in actual 
practice. In some instances there is little alternative other than 
to accept reduced service life and keep a spare heater on hand 
as a standby replacement.

Passivation

Incoloy and stainless steel sheathed heaters are available with 
chemically passivated sheaths which will provide superior 
corrosion resistance in most applications. Passivation is 
achieved through an electro polishing technique. Heaters with 
stainless steel flanges are available with all wetted surfaces 
passivated. Since passivation is a relatively expensive procedure 
it should only be specified in highly corrosive applications and on 
the recommendation of the chemical supplier.
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Flange Heaters Type CX

Wiring

High amperage heaters allow staging through 45 AMP subcir-
cuits to allow the use of 50 AMP definite purpose magnetic 
contactors on each circuit. 
Terminal lugs and grounding lugs are provided.

Control

Most systems require some method of temperature and limit 
control. A variety of control systems can ben provided to meet 
any process requirements.

Moisture and Sealing

Standard flange heaters have unsealed heating element ends 
and utilize magnesium oxide for both electrical insulation and 
heat transfer. Magnesium oxide in contact with the atmosphere 
will hydrate ... absorb moisture, lowering the insulation resist-
ance of the heater.

On start-up, this often results in small leakage currents which 
pose no hazard to operating personnel or equipment in properly 
grounded systems. However, these currents may be sufficient to 
trip a ground fault interruptor (G.F.I.) and shut down the system.

General procedure is to by-pass the G.F.I. until the heater dries 
itself out after a period of operation. If this is impractical, it is 
best to order a heater with special end seals.

Construction

Standard heaters listed have 150 lb. ANSI rated steel flanges 
and copper or incoloy sheathed elements silverbrazed to the 
flange.

Heaters pictured on these introductory pages are examples of 
some of the custom heaters produced to meet special 
process requirements.
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HEATER DIMENSIONS IN MM

Flange Heaters Type CX
2 1/2" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 

CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 

heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 

materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 

to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 

temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 2 1/2" 150 lb. 73 140 178 4 19 22 140
  300 lb. 73 149 191 8 22 25 140

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END

21/2" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

TABLE 1 - 2 1/2" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS
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HEATER DIMENSIONS IN MM

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

Flange Heaters Type CX
3" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 
CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 
heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 
materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 
to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 
temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 3" 150 lb. 89 152 191 4 19 24 140
  300 lb. 89 165 210 8 22 29 140

TABLE 2 -   3" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

3" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

HIGH DENSITY - COPPER SHEATH

HIGH DENSITY - INCOLOY SHEATH

MEDIUM DENSITY - INCOLOY SHEATH

LOW DENSITY - INCOLOY SHEATH

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END
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4" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

HEATER DIMENSIONS IN INCHES

Flange Heaters Type CX
4" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 

CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 

heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 

materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 

to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 

temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 4" 150 lb. 5 7 1/2 9 8 3/4 15/16 5 1/2
  300 lb. 5 7 7/8 10 8 7/8 1 1/4 5 1/2

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

TABLE 3 - 4" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END
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5" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

HEATER DIMENSIONS IN MM

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

Flange Heaters Type CX
5" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 
CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 
heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 
materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 
to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 
temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 5" 150 lb. 127 216 254 8 22 24 172
  300 lb. 127 235 279 8 22 35 152

TABLE 4 -   5" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END
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HEATER DIMENSIONS IN MM

Flange Heaters Type CX
6" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 

CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 

heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 

materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 

to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 

temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 6" 150 lb. 127 241 279 8 22 25 169
  300 lb. 127 270 318 12 22 37 152

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

TABLE 5 - 6" - 150 LB. STEEL FLANGE HEATERS

6" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END
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HEATER DIMENSIONS IN MM

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, wattage and special features.

Flange Heaters Type CX
8" Flange Heaters

Selection

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for heating water and have 
copper sheathed elements silver brazed to a steel flange. Type 
CXI heaters may also be used to heat water, especially in hot 
water and steam boilers. These heaters are also suitable for 
heating mildly corrosive solutions inrinse tanks, spray washers, 
etc.

Heaters consist of incoloy sheathed elements silver brazed to a 
steel flange. Type CXF heaters are constructed of similar 
materials to CXI heaters except that the heating elements have 
much lower watt densities. These heaters are especially suited 
to heating oils, gases and mildly corrosive liquids. Select the 
lower density CXF heaters for stagnant or heavy oils or for high 
temperature, low flow gas heating.

 FLANGE FLANGE
 SIZE RATING A C D E F G H

 8" 150 lb. 127 299 343 8 22 29 162
  300 lb. 127 330 381 12 25 41 152

8" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOYSHEATH

F Dia.  E Holes

on a C   B.C.

BA

G H

D Dia

COLD

END

TABLE 6 -   8" - 150 LB. STEELFLANGE HEATERS
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Pipe-Insert Immersion heaters
Type MX

Application

For heating asphalt, molasses, tar, paint, glue or any viscous 
fluids. When heating corrosive liquids the pipe enclosing the 

heater must be resistant to corrosion. Tank fabricator to 
supply and install pipes. Heater can be removed without 

draining the liquid. 

Heat is transferred safely from the heating element to the 
inner wall of the pipe by a combination of convection and 

radiation. Note that filling the pipe with a heat transfer fluid is 
neither required nor recommended.

Selection and Sizing

Use the graphs and the explanation on the following page to 
determine the kilowatts necessary to maintain the tank at the 

required temperature. Next, select the required number of 
heaters with an insert length long enough to provide good heat 

distribution. Normally the one element and two element style 
heaters are used in groups of three so that they can be wired 

in a three phase balanced system. When the application entails 
heating an extremely viscous liquid from a cold start, the one 
element heater should be selected since the lower resulting 

watt density on the pipe surface will prevent coking (see Table).

Construction

Standard heaters have heavy duty alloy sheathed element(s) 
fitted to either a 3" 150 Ib. steel flange or a 2"NPT screwplug. 
The terminal box is moisture resistant for outdoor applications. 
One 1" NPT conduit fitting is provided on units without 
thermocouple, and an additional 1/2" NPT conduit fitting is 
provided on units with built-in thermocouples. 

Heaters with Type K thermocouples (one per tank) are used 
for detecting low liquid levels. If the level drops below the 
uppermost heater, the temperature inside the heaterpipe will 
rise. The thermocouple will detect this temperature rise, and, 
when this signal is fed through an electronic temperature limit 
control, it will automatically trip the system off. We can provide 
a packaged control panel or ship the control components 
individually.

Installation

Install heaters in a suitable metal pipe with a 2" minimum 
inside diameter. Fit 3" standard pipe flanges or 2" couplings 
where pipes extend outside the tank wall and cap the pipe ends 
inside the vessel. It is best to leave one pipe a few inches higher 
than the others. This pipe will receive the heater with the 
built-in thermocouple or limit device to provide fast response 
under low liquid level conditions.

Typical application of pipe-insert immersion

heater for viscous fluids
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Screwplug Heaters Type CX
Heaters with 1" and 1 1/4" Plugs 

Application

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for water heating and have 
brass screwplugs and copper sheaths. 

Type CXF are used primarily for oil heating and have steel 
screwplugs. Low watt density heaters are used in heavier, 

non-circulated oils. Higher watt density heaters are suitable for 
light oils or in forced oil circulation loops. Incoloy elements are 

silver brazed into a steel screwplug.

Built-in Thermostats

Standard built-in thermostat is a one pole device limited to 240V 
25 amp. Whenever the heater voltage exceeds 240V or the 

heater current exceeds 25 amps or for threephase supply, the 
thermostat is intended for pilot duty only and is not factory wired 

to the elements. You may uinquire contactor and control 
transformer you may require in these instances.
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TABLE 1 - 1" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (ONE ELEMENT)

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH / BRASS PLUG

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH / STEEL PLUG

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH / STEEL PLUG

TABLE 2 - 1 1/4" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (TWO ELEMENTS)

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH / BRASS PLUG

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH / STEEL PLUG

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH / STEEL PLUG

TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, wattage and special features.

B
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Screwplug Heaters Type CX
Heaters with 2" Plugs 

Application

Type CXC heaters can be used for heating air, gas or liquids and 
can be manufactured from a variety of materials depending on 
the application.

Type CXI heaters are used primarily for heating mildly corrosive 
solutions and use higher density incoloy elements welded into a 
stainless steel screwplug.

Built-in Thermostat

Standard built-in thermostat is a one pole device limited to 240V 
25 amp. Whenever the heater voltage exceeds 240V or the 
heater current exceeds 25 amps or for three phase supply, the 
thermostat is intended for pilot duty only and is not factory wired 
to the elements. 

You may require a contactor and control transformer in these 
instances.
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UNIT WITH EXPLOSION-

PROOF HOUSING AND

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT

TO ORDER SPECIFY: wattage, voltage and special features.

TABLE 3 - 2" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (TWO ELEMENTS)

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH (BRASS PLUG)

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STAINLESS PLUG)



Screwplug Heaters Type CX
Heaters with 2" Plugs (cont’d) and

 with 2 1/2" Plugs

Application

Type CXC heaters are used primarily for water heating and 
have brass screwplugs and copper sheaths. 

Type CXF are used primarily for oil heating and have steel 
screwplugs. Low watt density heaters are used in heavier, non-
circulated oils. Higher watt density heaters are suitable for light 
oils or in forced oil circulation loops. Incoloy elements are silver 

brazed into a steel screwplug.

Built-in Thermostats

Standard built-in thermostat is a one pole device limited to 
240V 25 amp. Whenever the heater voltage exceeds 240V or 

the heater current exceeds 25 amps or for three

phase supply, the thermostat is intended for pilot duty only and 
is not factory wired to the elements. You may require a contac-

tor and control transformer in these instances.
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TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, wattage and special features.

TABLE 3 - 2" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (TWO ELEMENTS) ... continued

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STEEL PLUG)

B
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Screwplug Heaters Type CX
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TO ORDER SPECIFY: Quantity, catalog number, voltage, phase, 
wattage and special features.

TABLE 5 is continued on page B8

UNITWITH EXPLOSION-
PROOF HOUSING

UNITWITH EXPLOSION-
PROOF HOUSING AND
ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT

TABLE 4 - 2" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (THREE ELEMENTS) 

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH (BRASS PLUG)

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STEEL PLUG)

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STEEL PLUG)

TABLE 5 - 2 1/2" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (THREE ELEMENTS) 

HIGH DENSITY- COPPER SHEATH (BRASS PLUG)

HIGH DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STAINLESS PLUG)



Screwplug Heaters Type CX
Heaters with 2 1/2" Plugs (cont'd)

Application

Type CXF are used primarily for oil heating and have steel 
screwplugs. Low watt density heaters are used in heavier, 

non-circulated oils. Higher watt density heater sare suitable for 
light oils or in forced oil circulation loops. Incoloy elements are 

silver brazed into a steel screwplug. 
Type CXI heaters are used primarily for heating mildly corrosive 
solutions and use higher density incoloy elements welded into a 

stainless steel screwplug.

Built-in Thermostats

Standard built-in thermostat is a one pole device limited to 240V 
25 amp. Whenever the heater voltage exceeds 240V or the 

heater current exceeds 25 amps or for threephase supply, the 
thermostat is intended for pilot duty only and is not factory wired 

to the elements. You may require a contactor and control 
transformer in these instances.
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TABLE 5 - 2 1/2" NPT SCREWPLUG HEATERS (THREE ELEMENTS) ... continued

B

B

B

UNIT WITH EXPLOSION-

PROOF HOUSING AND

ADJUSTABLE THERMOSTAT

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STEEL PLUG)

MEDIUM DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STAINLESS PLUG)

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STEEL PLUG)

LOW DENSITY- INCOLOY SHEATH (STAINLESS PLUG)



Special Features

WATTAGE

Heaters listed are standard wattage. Any reasonable wattage is 
available to replace your present heater with a similar unit.

LENGTH

Heaters are available with immersed lengths up to 3430 mm. 
Internal vessel support must be used when immersed length 
exceeds 1245 mm.

PLUG SIZES AND RATINGS

We can install elements in virtually any size or rating of plug, 
special or standard.

SPECIAL MATERIALS

Special sheath, plug and terminal box materials are available on 
request.

WELDED ELEMENTS

While welded elements are standard for CXI heaters, CXF 
heaters listed have the elements silver brazed to the plug which 
suits most applications. We can provide listed CXF heaters with 
elements welded to the plug.

BUILT-IN THERMOSTAT WELL

Built-in thermostat wells are available. Specify length and internal 
diameter required. Heaters ordered with explosion-proof or 
moisture resistant housings have built-in wells as standard.

PASSIVATION

Incoloy and stainless steel sheathed heaters are available with 
chemically passivated sheaths which will provide superior 
corrosion resistance in most applications. Passivation is 
achieved through an electro polishing technique.

Heaters with stainless steel plugs are available with all wetted 
surfaces passivated.

MOISTURE RESISTANT TERMINAL 

HOUSINGS

Moisture resistant terminal housings suitable for outdoor 
applications are available for all heater sizes. See Figure 4.

EXPLOSION-PROOF TERMINAL HOUSINGS

If the heater is to be operated in a hazardous environment an 
explosion-proof housing must be used. See Figure 5.
Specify Class, Div. (or Zone), Group and Temp. for the hazardous 
location.

HEATERS WITH BUILT-IN THERMOSTATS

All screwplug heaters listed are available with built-in 
thermostats. Heaters with thermostats have a “T” added to 
their catalog no. prefix.

Standard thermostat range is 10-120°C. 
Ratings are normally 25 amps at 240V single pole single-
throw. 600V thermostats and double pole thermostats are 
available on special order.

SPECIAL THERMOSTAT RANGES

Thermostats with the following temperature ranges are also 
available upon request:
   -18 to 40°C
   70 to 280°C
   150 to 370°C

TERMINAL HOUSINGS

Shown below are the different types of terminal housings 
used with screwplug heaters.

VOLTAGE

Custom built heaters are available in any special voltage 
rating up to 600V max.
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